interactions involve three individuals: a donor, a recipient and a bystander. The donor uses a strategy to decide whether or not to co operate and pay a cost that produces a benefit for the recipient. The bystander witnesses this and, using a rule termed a norm, assigns a reputation to the donor that is communicated to others in the population. In future social interactions, this reputation affects whether the donor receives the benefits of cooperation when taking on the role of a recipient.
One version of this interaction is known as a first-order system. In this scenario, two strategies exist. The donor can cooperate or not cooperate (defect). The bystander considers the donor's cooperation or defection when using a norm to assign a good or bad reputation.
Yet even in this simple system, four possible norms exist for the bystander: always assign a good reputation; always assign a bad reputation; assign a good reputation if the donor cooperates and a bad reputation if the donor defects; or assign a bad reputation if the donor cooperates and a good reputation if the donor defects. These norms vary in complexity. The first two are independent of the donor's action and the complexity is low. The latter two norms are dependent on the donor's action and the complexity is relatively high.
This reflects a general pattern. Give a bystander some information, and the level of complexity can vary between the possible norms. Moreover, the complexity of the mostcomplex norms increases with the information available, and the scope for increasing complexity is striking. In a second-order system, another component is added to the interaction. For example, both the donor and the bystander consider the reputation of the recipient. This allows 4 possible strategies and 16 possible norms. A third-order system could also include the donor's reputation, yielding 16 possible strategies and 256 possible norms 5 . Santos and colleagues' fourth-order system additionally allows individuals to consider information about the past reputation of either the recipient or the donor. By incorporating the past, a donor's reputation is not dependent on a single point in time. In this scenario, 256 strategies and a staggering 65,536 norms are possible.
With ample scope for complexity in place, Santos and colleagues then examined each norm separately, and allowed the strategies used to evolve (the frequency of use of each strategy could change over time). The strategies that prevail, given a particular norm, affect the amount of cooperation that occurs. One norm, termed stern judging, stands out from the glut of conceivable norms as a relatively low-complexity norm that is highly likely to promote the evolution of cooperation.
The essence of stern judging is to assign a good reputation to a donor who cooperates with a good recipient or who defects with a bad recipient, and assign a bad reputation to a donor who defects with a good recipient or who cooperates with a bad recipient (Fig. 1 ). This is a simple second-order norm that supports the evolution of simple and highly cooperative strategies, and it does so even when tested in higher-order systems. From the profusion of feasible norms, more-complex norms do not improve the evolution of co operation, at least up to the fourthorder system studied by the authors. This suggests that a relatively simple norm, with its correspondingly simple requirements in terms of processing and disseminating information, can suffice to drive indirect reciprocity.
This finding also raises a question for the future. Given so many conceivable norms, why use stern judging? In Santos and colleagues' system, strategies evolve, but norms do not. In reality, strategies and norms evolve together 6 . Both the way people behave (strategies) and the way they evaluate behaviour (norms) change over time, and this process almost certainly involves both genetic and cultural components 7 . Examining the co-evolution of strategies and norms with culture in the mix would be challenging in a fourth-order system, but it would increase our understanding of whether and when we might expect to observe people using reciprocity norms effectively to support cooperation.
In addition, in Santos and colleagues' work, every bystander in a given simulated population uses the same norm. However, in many social settings, there can be variation in the level of subtlety with which different people evaluate social situations. This kind of variation, which could result in bystanders using norms of different levels of complexity, may or may not 8 result in disagreements between individuals about how to assign reputations. If disagreements occur, how much disagreement can indirect reciprocity tolerate before cooperation breaks down?
Finally, large-scale cooperation occurs in human societies 9 , and efforts to explain how this evolved have generated controversy, possibly because mutually compatible mechanisms are sometimes treated as strict alternatives. Perhaps the next step needed to address this will be to systematically combine multiple mechanisms 4 , including indirect reciprocity, and to test whether specific combinations of mechanisms are especially potent at promoting the evolution of cooperation. ■ 
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S chizophrenia is a disorder that involves hallucinations, delusions and cognitive impairment, and that affects nearly 1% of the global population 1 . The mainstays of therapy have been drugs that block the activity of the D2 dopamine receptor (D2R), a member of the large G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily of membrane proteins. Unfortunately, most of these anti psychotic drugs come with a plethora of debilitating side effects, many of which are due to off-target inter actions with other GPCRs. On page 269, Wang et al. 2 now report the crystal structure of D2R in complex with the anti psychotic drug risperidone. The structure reveals features that might be useful for the design or discovery of drugs that have greater selectivity for D2R than existing therapeutics, and consequently have fewer side effects.
The naturally occurring ligand for D2R is
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A new era of rationally designed antipsychotics
The ideal drugs for treating schizophrenia are postulated to selectively block the D2 dopamine receptor with optimum binding kinetics. : D1-like receptors (D1R and D5R) and D2-like receptors (D2R, D3R and D4R). As early as the 1970s, it was hypothesized that the therapeutic effects of antipsychotic drugs were due to them blocking D2-like, rather than D1-like, receptors 4, 5 , but the existence of multiple D2-like receptors was not discovered until they were cloned some 15 years later 6 . Although it has been proposed that antipsychotic-drug action might involve the blocking of D3R or D4R, it is now generally agreed that D2R blockade is necessary, and probably sufficient, for the amelioration of the 'positive' symptoms of schizophrenia, such as delusions, hallucinations and disordered thinking 7 . (Antipsychotics currently in use are less effective at treating the 'negative' symptoms of this disorder, which include social withdrawal and cognitive impairment.) Progress has been made in the development of D3R-selective 8 and D4R-selective 9 compounds, but there remains a paucity of drugs with high selectivity for the closely related D2R (ref. 10), despite its clear therapeutic importance.
Crystal structures of D3R bound to the drug eticlopride 11 and of D4R bound to the antipsychotic nemonapride 9 have previously been reported. Wang and colleagues' structure now reveals that risperidone interacts with D2R in a different way from how eticlopride and nemonapride interact with D3R and D4R (Fig. 1) . One part of risperidone (known as a benzisoxazole group) extends below the orthosteric site (the site at which dopamine binds) in D2R, and penetrates deep into a hydrophobic pocket that is not formed in the D3R and D4R structures. A second, extended binding pocket above the orthosteric site in D2R encloses another part of risperidone (a tetrahydropyridopyrimidinone group). This pocket consists of amino-acid residues from extracellular loop 1 (EL1) and three transmembrane helices (TMIII, TMVI and TMVII).
Strikingly, in D2R, a residue within another extracellular loop (EL2), and which is immediately adjacent to an evolutionarily conserved cysteine residue, is buried within the protein and faces the fourth transmembrane helix (TMIV). By contrast, the equivalent residues in D3R and D4R are oriented towards water in the extracellular milieu. EL2 therefore forms a short helical segment in D2R, but is largely extended and unstructured in D3R and D4R (Fig. 1) . Consequently, the structural configurations near the EL1 and EL2 interface in D3R and D4R are different from those in D2R.
Wang et al. propose that such divergence contributes to the formation of distinct, extended binding pockets in these three receptors, as has been previously suggested 9, 11, 12 . Drugs designed to selectively engage the distinctive pockets in the D2R structure might display enhanced D2R selectivity. Analogous structure-based drug-discovery efforts have already proved useful in identifying highaffinity compounds 13 that block D3R (ref. 14) or that activate D4R (ref. 9) .
Notably, the receptor segments directly above the risperidone-binding site in D2R form a hydrophobic 'patch' composed of the side chains of three amino-acid residues, designated Leu94 2.64 , Trp100 EL1 and Ile184 EL2 . This patch potentially restricts the access of molecules to the D2R binding pocket. Wang and co-workers hypothesized that this feature might regulate the dissociation of risperidone from the D2R binding site, and thus affect its residence time at the receptor.
The authors tested this hypothesis by mutating single residues in the patch and by making a mutant D2R in which both Ile184 EL2 and Leu94 2.64 were replaced. These mutations dramatically reduced risperidone's residence time from 233 minutes in the wildtype receptor to as little as 6 minutes in the double mutant. This effect is notable because the kinetics of antipsychotic-drug binding to D2R might correlate with a tendency to produce debilitating extra pyramidal side effects (EPS), which include rigidity, tremors and involuntary movements. Antipsychotic drugs that cause fewer EPS, such as risperidone, are said to be atypical, and it has been suggested that antipsychotics with shorter D2R residence times exhibit greater 'atypicality' 15, 16 . Shorter residence times at D2R might enable a minimum level of dopaminergic stimulation, which lessens EPS. The current findings illustrate how elements of the D2R structure can regulate the kinetics of drug binding, which in turn might be associated with desirable therapeutic outcomes.
The hydrophobic patch in D2R is absent in the D3R and D4R structures, presumably because of the separation between the analogous EL1 and EL2 residues in the latter two receptors. Thus, an intriguing question is whether the kinetics of drug binding to D2R are fundamentally different from those to D3R and D4R, particularly for molecules that have similar affinities for the three receptors. In other words, are the kinetics of drug binding to these receptors patch-dependent?
Of further interest is the observation 17 that risperidone is not selective between D2R, D3R and D4R, thus raising the question of how this Drugs that block the activity of the D2 dopamine receptor (D2R) are used to treat schizophrenia, but also block the closely related D3 and D4 receptors (D3R and D4R), and exhibit debilitating side effects due, in part, to their interactions with other receptors. a, Wang et al. 2 report the crystal structure of D2R in complex with the antipsychotic drug risperidone. They observe structural features and drug-receptor binding interactions not observed in the previously reported structure of D3R with the drug eticlopride 11 (b), or of D4R with nemonapride 9 (c). The drug molecules are shown as coloured space-filling structures, and the regions enclosed by dots make receptor contacts that are unique to each receptor. The identification of these contacts might help receptor-specific binding pockets to be delineated, which would aid the rational design of receptorselective drugs. Receptors are shown in grey; thick ribbons are α-helices; thin regions are unstructured. EL1 and EL2 are extracellular loops. TMV is a transmembrane-spanning segment.
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ntegrating superconductors with semiconductors has long been thought to be essential to overcome the current limitations of electronic devices, but has been challenging to achieve. On page 183, Yan et al. 1 report their use of a technique known as molecular beam epitaxy to grow layers of semiconductors on top of a superconductor. The resulting device has potentially useful electronic properties that hint at future applications for semiconductor-superconductor interfaces.
The development of increasingly sophisticated electronic devices is aided by efforts to make new combinations of materials -or, more specifically, new interfaces between materials, at which potentially useful electronic effects can occur. The credo underlying this concept is that "the interface is the device" 2 . This is particularly true for interfaces involving superconductors.
For example, Josephson junctions consist of two superconductors separated by a thin barrier, such as an insulator or a nonsuperconducting metal. Cooper pairs of electrons -the bound electron pairs that are responsible for superconductivity -can tunnel across the barrier in a fascinating physical process that has led to the development of devices such as those that mix or emit light at terahertz frequencies 3 . Interfacing superconductors with semiconductors 4 such as indium arsenide (an arsenic-based material) can trigger Andreev reflection processes in which a normal electric current becomes a superconducting current. And if a ferromagnetic material (a material that exhibits the type of magnetism associated with iron) is used as the barrier in a Josephson junction, even more opportunities emerge for the manipulation of controllable electronic states 5 . Yan and colleagues now report the synthesis of interfaces formed between two nitrides (nitrogen-containing materials), one a super conductor and the other a semiconductor. Nitride semiconductors 6 are non-toxic, which makes them much more desirable for most applications than toxic arsenic-containing semiconductors. They can be synthesized in well-established procedures using molecular beam epitaxy -a technique in which atomized elements are deposited on a substrate in a vacuum to form thin films of single crystals. Nitride superconductors are also non-toxic, and, more importantly, are highly stable, particularly in ambient conditions (unlike many superconductors). The authors demonstrate that they can fabricate interfaces between a nitride superconductor and devices known as high-electron-mobility transistors 7 (HEMTs) made from nitride semiconductors. HEMTs are widely used in communications infrastructures.
One problem that Yan and colleagues had to contend with is the fact that their nitride semiconductors have hexagonal crystal lattices, whereas the superconductor drug can bind differently to these receptors and still have identical affinities for them. Additional structures (such as D3R or D4R in complex with risperidone) will probably be needed to answer this. Nonetheless, we expect that Wang and colleagues' D2R-risperidone structure, along with the previous D3R and D4R structures, will accelerate the design and discovery of D2R ligands that have higher selectivity than current antipsychotics, and potentially greater therapeutic impact. ■ 1 to prepare electronic devices in which a thin film of aluminium nitride is grown on top of niobium nitride, and the atoms of the two materials are aligned at the interface.
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